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Abstract: This is a presentation that introduces the NASA Debris Radar (NDR) system developed to
characterize debris liberated by the space shuttle (and any follow-on rocket system) during its ascent
into space. Radar technology is well suited for characterizing shuttle ascent debris, and is especially
valuable during night launches when optical sensors are severely degraded. The shuttle debris mission
presents challenging radar requirements in terms of target detection and tracking, minimum detectable
radar cross-section (RCS), calibration accuracy, power profile management, and operational readiness.
After setting the stage with background of the Columbia accident, I initially describe the NDR system
consists of stationary C-band radar located at Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and two X-band radars
deployed to sea during shuttle missions. To better understand the signature of the shuttle stack, Xpatch
calculations were generated at C and X band to predict the radar signature as a function of launch time.
These calculations agreed very well with measured data later collected. Various sizes, shapes, and
types of shuttle debris materials were characterized using static and dynamic radar measurements and
ballistic coefficient calculations. The second part discusses the NASA Debris Radar (NDR) successes,
which led to a new challenge of processing and analyzing the large amount of radar data collected by
the NDR systems and extracting information useful to the NASA debris community. Analysis tools and
software codes were developed to visualize the shuttle metric data in real-time, visualize metric and
signature data during post-mission analysis, automatically detect and characterize debris tracks in
signature data, determine ballistic numbers for detected debris objects, and assess material type, size,
release location and threat to the orbiter based on radar scattering and ballistic properties of the debris.
Future applications for space situational awareness and space-lift applications will also be discussed.
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